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J. NOORDUYN

THE EASTERN KINGS
IN MAJAPAHIT

WITH AN APPENDIX BY BRIAN E. COLLESS

It is known from both Javanese and Chinese sources that in 1406 a civil
war in Majapahit between a western and an eastern king ended in the
defeat and ruin of the eastern capital. Both kings had maintained
relations with the Chinese court, had sent ènvoys to China and received
envoys from there, independently of each other. In 1405, the Chinese
envoy Admiral Cheng Ho was sent to Java on his first mission to South-
East and South Asia. The next year the imperial envoys happened to be
in the eastern capital when it was invaded by the western troops, and
170 Chinese wëre accidentally killed in the ensuing fight (Krom 1931:
431-432).

It has been easy to identify the western king as Wikramawardhana
or Hyang Wisesa (1389-1429), the nephew of his predecessor Hayam
Wuruk (1350-1389),'and the eastern king as bhre Wïrabhümi, Hayam
Wuruk's son by a secondary wife, since the Pararaton informs us that
first, in 1401, there was disserision between them, and four years later
war broke out. This was the so-called parëgrëg, which ended with the
conquest of the eastern kraton and the killing of bhre Wïrabhümi in
1406 (Par. 31:3-15).

Krom (1931:427) considered this civil war as the first sign of the
impending decline of Majapahit, and as the beginning of the end of
the Javanese empire. He was furthermore of the opinion that the person
who was at least partly responsible for this development was king
Hayam Wuruk himsëlf, who sowed the seed of dissension with his
ill-fated provision for the division of the realm after his death, as he
apparently wished to compensate his son bhre Wïrabhümi for the
appointment of Wikramawardhana as successor to the throne.

Krom (1931:425) also pointed out, however, that this division of
the realm was realised already in Hayam Wuruk's lifetime, since a
Chinese report of a Javanese embassy to China in 1377 contains a note
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according to which there were at that time a western and an eastern
king, who both of them sent envoys with tribute. The western king was
called Wu-lao-po-wu, which name has been identified by Ferrand as
Bhra Prabhu, i.e. Bhatara Prabhu, a title used by king Hayam Wuruk.
The name of the eastern king, Wu-yüan-lao-wang-chieh, remained
obscure to Krom. Schrieke (1957:39), too, had to leave unanswered
the question of who this eastern king may have been; though he did
point out that it was unlikely that this was bhre Wïrabhümi, as Krom
had suggested, since this prince was barely twenty years old at the time
and would therefore hardly have acted in such an independent fashion
as to send his own envoys to the Chinese court.

Recently a much more acceptable explanation of the name and
identity of this eastern king of 1377 was offered bef ore a panel of the
Sixth International Conference on Asian History, held in Yogyakarta,
August 26-30, 1974, by Brian E. Colless in his paper entitled 'Sources
for the Majapahit Period in Java'. Mr. Colless came to the conclusion
that Wu-(yüan)-lao-wang-chieh stands for Bhre Wëngkër, Prince of
Wëngkër, and that the eastern ruler of 1377 is therefore to be identi-
fied with the then bearer of the Wëngkër title, Wijayarajasa, uncle of
Hayam Wuruk. This conclusion is put forward by Mr. Colless in revised
form in his "A Note on the Names of the Kings of Java in the Ming
History", published below (pp. 487-489).

The importance of this identification of the eastern king of 1377
lies, in the first place, in the new light it casts on the special position
which Wijayarajasa, prince of Wëngkër, occupied in the administration
of the Majapahit kingdom under king Hayam Wuruk. The available
evidence had already shown that his participation in state affairs was
not confined to or even especially concerned with the relatively small
province of Wëngkër, from which he derived his princely title. The
Nagarakrtagama, dating from 1365, depicts him as well-informed on
the peasants' landholdings (4-2-4), as organizing the description of the
districts (79-2-1) and stimulating the upkeep of roads, buildings and
foundations (88-2-4), and adds explicitly that his interest concerned
the whole "country of Java" (4-2-4). It should be added, however, that
similar activities are reported for the king's father, Krtawardhana,
prince of Singasari (79-2-2; 88-4).

The charters and rescripts of Biluluk of 1366/67, 1393 * and 1395,

1 The date of the Biluluk II charter here is given in accordance with the
correction made by Damais (1952: 105; 1953:238), who reads 1315 instead
of 1313 éaka.
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of Rënëk of 1379, and of Katiden of 1395,2 which were all of them
issued on the prince of Wëngkër's authority and which relate to places
probably located in or near the Brantas river area (Lamongan in the
north, Singasari, and Turen in the south), may be viewed as evidence
of his participation in the central government. They show, as Pigeaud
remarks in his comments on these charters (1960-63 IV: 417), that
"evidently the Prince of Wëngkër's position was such that he could
issue charters, if not in the King's name, then with an authority equal-
ling that of Royalty". Here again it should be added, however, that
apparently other princes possessed similar authority. For instance, the
charter of Patapan, dated 1385, diat is, in Hayam Wuruk's reign, was
based on a royal deed issued by bhatara Hyang Wisesa (i.e. Wikrama-
wardhana), confirming an order by sang mokta ring Paramalaya (i.e.,
probably the prince of Paguhan).3

Clear evidence of the prince of Wëngkër's high authority is provided
by his charter concerning Bali, dated 28 January 1384, which led Krom
(1931:410) to suppose that he was perhaps the representative in Bali
of the supreme Javanese authority. At first sight there does not seem
to be much in this charter to confirm this supposition. Java, including
Majapahit and its king, is conspicuously absent here, and Wijayarajasa
is referred to by the extremely high title of sn mahdraja raja para-
meswara (1 b 3-4).4 Especially the latter part of this title, 'King
paramount Lord', would seem decisive for his claims to supreme

Pigeaud's remark (1960-63 11:151) that the date of the Katiden charter
(which Damais refers to as the Lumpang charter) should be corrected into
1392 is erroneous, since this is the date of another charter, which Damais
calls the Katiden charter (1953: 237, 238).
The transliteration of this inscription of 1385 has Paring malaya, but the
emendation Paramalaya ('highest abode') is obvious (Pigeaud gives it ten-
tatively in his glossary, 1960-63 V: 346, 348). The same posthumous name
occurs in the Paguhan charter of 1416, and there is ascribed to a batara ri
Paguhan, who is tentatively identified by the editor with Singawardhana bhre
Paguhan, the consort of Hayam Wuruk's sister. According to the Pararaton,
however, this bhre Paguhan died not earlier than 1388 (Par. 30: 23), cf.
Bosch 1925: 104-105.
Cf. Damais 1953: 127, where the beginning of this inscription, called Her
Abang II by him, is published (lb and 2a) and the correct date is given.
Krom's mention of a second charter of Wijayarajasa, issued in Bali in 1386
(1931:410), is in fact based on an error of Stutterheim's with respect to the
date of the charter of 1384 (Damais 1952: 96-97). The latter is still the only
charter of Wijayarajasa's relating to Bali known to exist. The Tambëlingan III
charter from Bali, issued in April/May 1398 (Damais 1952:96-97), is a
confirmation of an unknown earlier charter issued by Wijayarajasa (van Stein
Callenfels 1926:13).
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482 J. NOORDUYN

authority. It should be realized, however, that the title of parameswara,
which he is given both in this charter (2 a 1) and elsewhere (Biluluk I I ;
TambëlinganlII; Par. 27: 16, 30: 19), and which was also borne by
Hayam Wuruk's father, Krtawardhana (Waringin Pitu charter, cf.
Noorduyn 1968), in both cases probably denoted the bearer's high
position under the king. Moreover, his title of prince of Wëngkër, which
also occurs in this charter, shows by implication that he recognized
his subordinate position within the state of Majapahit.

If it now appears from the Ming history containing reference to this
prince that he was able to maintain independent foreign relations with
the Chinese court in such a way that the Chinese regarded him as a
second, eastern king, equal in status to Hayam Wuruk himself, and
residing in his own kraton in the eastern part of Java, this adds a new
dimension to his special position, rendering it as least semi-independent.

On the other hand again, the fact that the Chinese, too, knew him
as prince of Wënkër proves that his position remained, at least officially
and formally, a subordinate one. His position as delineated by the
available information remains ambiguous insofar as it displays surpri-
singly independent aspects on the one hand, while being of subordinate
status on the other. This ambiguity, it seems, was a permanent one.
There are no indications that his actions ever brought him into open
conflict with the central government, as happened in the case of bhre
Wïrabhümi some twenty-five years later.

This latter point aside, however, there is a striking similarity between
the position of Wijayarajasa in 1377 and that of bhre Wïrabhümi in
1401-1406, strongly suggesting that in some way there existed con-
tinuity between these two eastern kratons and between the persons
connected with them. The identification of Wijayarajasa as the eastern
king of 1377 hence is of special interest also in that it prompts the
question of whether there existed any special relationship between him
and bhre Wïrabhümi that might explain this similarity between their
respective positions as eastern king.

The explanation is unlikely to be provided by their natural family
relationship. Though both of them were members of the royal family,
they were not closely related. Bhre Wïrabhümi was the son of king
Hayam Wuruk and was married to Hayam Wuruk's niece, Nagara-
wardhanï, who was a sister of king Wikramardhana, whereas Wijaya-
rajasa was the husband of Hayam Wuruk's maternal aunt Rajadewï,
bhre (princess of) Daha.

However, in connection with this Daha title of Wijayarajasa's wife,
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it is interesting to note that a bhre Daha also occurs in two Pararaton
passages concerning bhre Wïrabhümi, though in neither case is the
identity of this person disclosed. In the first place it is stated in a
Pararaton note that bhre Wïrabhümi was adopted as a son by bhre Daha
(Par. 29: 19), and secondly a bhre Daha is mentioned as one of the
persons present in the eastern kraton when it was defeated in 1406
(Par. 31:10-11).

As to bhre Wïrabhümi's adoption, it is unclear from the Pararaton
who this bhre Daha was and whether he or she is identifiable with any
other personage occurring in this text. As a result, this particular bhre
Daha has been left unidentified in the index of names to the Pararaton
editions by Brandes and Krom (Par. ed. pp. 230 and 259 respectively).
The editors considered the possibility of Wijayarajasa's wife being bhre
Wïrabhümi's adoptive mother, but recognized the difficulty of her being
two generations older than bhre Wïrabhümi (Par. ed. pp. 149 and 175
respectively).

This particular difficulty does not arise, however, if — in accordance
with a hypothesis advanced by Schrieke (1957: 35) — the bhre Daha
who adopted bhre Wïrabhümi is identified not with Wijayarajasa's wife
but with their daughter and only child, who, according to the Naga-
rakrtagama of 1365, was princess of Lasëm and was married to the
prince of Matahun (Nag. 5-1; 6-1-2) .5 If it is supposed that Wijayara-
jasa's wife, after her death, which occurred between 1371 and 1376
(Par. 29: 31), was succeeded as princess of Daha by her daughter, and
that it was the latter, after thus becoming bhre Daha herself, who
adopted bhre Wïrabhümi as her son, an acceptable solution is reached
not only as to the identity of bhre Wïrabhümi's adoptive mother, but
also with regard to the reasons for his adoption in connection with the
eastern kraton. This solution not only supplies the link we are looking
for between Wijayarajasa and bhre Wïrabhümi, since through this
adoption the latter became the former's direct descendant, but makes
it clear at the same time that the objective of the adoption was to

5 Until recently this princess was known as Indudewï, but some years ago her
real name was shown to be Rajasaduhitendudewï (Noorduyn 1968). In the
Pararaton she occurs without any name or title as the eldest younger sister of
king Hayam Wuruk who was married to the prince of Matahun (Par. 27: 23).
This has generally been assumed to be an error on the part of the Pararaton
(Krom 1931: 385), due to the fact, as may be deduced from the Nagarakrta-
gama, that she was considered as the king's 'y°u ng e r sister' though being
actually his aunt's daughter. Her identification as bhre Wïrabhümi's adoptive
mother would be less acceptable if she had been Hayam Wuruk's real sister, as
was assumed by Van Lith 1926 and recently by Berg 1962: 227.
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ensure the succession in Wijayarajasa's eastern kraton. The reason why
his daughter had to resort to adoption for this is contained in the
Pararaton note stating that her marriage with the prince of Matahun
remained without issue (Par. 27: 24).

If this identification of bhre Wïrabhümi's adoptive mother is accepted,
a discussion of some related points is necessary before we may proceed
to discuss the bhre Daha who was present in bhre Wïrabhümi's kraton.
It is likely in the first place that, as Schrieke supposed, after Wijayara-
jasa's daughter succeeded her mother as princess of Daha, her former
title of princess of Lasëm was transferred to her adoptive son's wife,
Nagarawardhanï, known in the Pararaton (29:22; 30:33) as 'bhre
Lasëm the Fat'. It may be assumed further that the latter's former title
of princess of Wïrabhumi, which the Nagarakrtagama (6-3) states her
to have borne, was transferred to her husband on this same occasion.

Krtawardhana X Princess of
Kahuripan

Wijayarajasa X Rajadewï
Prince of Wënkèr | Princess of Daha

King Hayam Wuruk Prince of X Princess of Prince of- X Rajasaduhitendudewï
(1350-1389) Paguhan Pajang Matahun Princess of Lasëm

(later:) of Daha

I

bhre Wïrabhumï King Wikramawardhana Nagarawardhanï X bhre Wtrabhümi
(1389-1429) bhre Lasëm the Fat

' = adoptio
Princess of Mataram

Family relationships between members of the royal house of Majapahit
referred to in the text

Schrieke's further suppositions to the effect that Wijayarajasa's
daughter also adopted bhre Lasëm the Fat as her daughter, and later
transferred her own title of princess of Daha to this adoptive daughter,
whereupon she herself resumed the Lasëm title, so that she would be
identifiable with one of the two bhre Lasëm who according to the
Pararaton (30: 36-37) died in 1400, are untenable, however. It is highly
unlikely that anyone bearing one of the highest titles in the land, as
the Daha title definitely was, should re-adopt a less important one
afterwards.
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It must be assumed, therefore, that bhre Wïrabhümi's adoptive
mother remained princess of Daha and lived on until after 1400. This
assumption enables us to identify her also with the bhre Daha who
according to the Pararaton was one of the persons present in the
eastern kraton when it was defeated in 1406. The text relates how after
the conquest of the kraton a certain bhre Daha was abducted
(ingëmban) to the western kraton by king Wikramawardhana, the
term ingëmban suggesting that the abducted person was a woman. In
this case, too, the Pararaton contains no indication at all as to the
identity of this bhre Daha. Krom (1931:431) professed his ignorance
in the matter, pointing out that she could not have been the elder
princess of Daha, Wijayarajasa's wife, since she had died long before
that. Schrieke supposed (1957:42) that bhre Wïrabhümi, after the
death of his wife (bhre Lasëm the Fat) in 1400, appointed his eldest
daughter bhre Mataram as successor to his consort in her capacity as
ruler of Daha. However, this supposition is not in agreement with the
Pararaton, in which bhre Wïrabhümi's eldest daughter is consistently
referred to as bhre Mataram (Par. 30: 10; 31:21). A much simpler
solution, which, moreover, remains closer to the Pararaton data, is to
assume that bhre Wïrabhümi's adoptive mother, still being princess of
Daha, remained in the eastern kraton as the senior representative of
Wijayarajasa's line, backing her adoptive son in his independent foreign
relations, as in his conflict with the (western) king, and thus also was
the bhre Daha who was brought to the western kraton after bhre Wïra-
bhümi's defeat in 1406.6

Consequently, she is then also identifiable with the bhre Daha who
according to the Pararaton died some years later, between 1413 and
1416 (Par. 31: 12). So, after an eventful life, Wijayarajasa's daughter
died as an elderly lady in king Wikramawardhana's kraton in Maja-
pahit.

Thus the identification of bhre Wïrabhümi's adoptive mother has
brought to light not only the connection between the eastern kratons

8 The use of the name Po-ling Ta-ha in the Chinese report with reference to
bhre Wïrabhümi as eastern king would corroborate the presence of his
adoptive mother in his kraton if its explanation as Putreng Daha, i.e. son of
Daha, is correct. The alternative explanation of this Chinese name as Bhreng
Daha would make him prince of Daha himself, which is in contradiction
with the Pararaton, where bhre Wïrabhümi and bhre Daha are clearly two
different persons in the kraton. One might in this case either suspect an
error on the part of the Chinese or presume that bhre Wïrabhümi acted in his
mother's name in his contacts with the Chinese.
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of 1377 and 1401-1406, but also the main stages in the life of Wijayara-
jasa's daughter, princess Rajasaduhitendudewï. Almost nothing was
known of the life of this princess beyond the few data occurring in the
Nagarakrtagama. Here she is stated to be king Hayam Wuruk's eldest
younger sister, though she is referred to also as being actually his aunt
Rajadewï's daughter (Nag. 5-1). She must therefore have been born at
the earliest in 1334 (the year of Hayam Wuruk's birth), and as she
died at the latest in 1415, she would then have reached an age of 81
at most. In her youth a royal princess with close connections with the
king, and already in 1351, like her parents, a member of the crown
council, at that time called the Bhatara Sapta Prabhu (the Seven
Royalties; Krom 1931:420), she spent the last years of her life at the
court of king Wikramawardhana as the senior member of the royal
family, whose efforts to guarantee the continuation of a rival line of
eastern kings had come to nothing, and had even led to a civil war
which ended with the ruin of the eastern kraton and the death of her
adoptive son.

It is clear that the roots of these developments, which threatened
the unity and stability of the state, reached far back into the history of
Hayam Wuruk's reign: the potential danger of civil war had been
present for many years even during his reign. But their origin should
be sought as much in the ambitions for independence of prince Wija-
yarajasa of Wëngkër, which precipitated this course of events, as in
king Hayam Wuruk's toleration of members of his family in positions
equal to his own.

Furthermore, Hayam Wuruk's succession had a different background
from that supposed by Krom. Bhre Wïrabhümi was probably no longer
regarded as Hayam Wuruk's son after being grafted onto Wijayarajasa's
line, and thus was in a position in which he needed no compensation
for the appointment of Wikramawardhana as successor to the throne.
The latter was in fact the only available candidate for the succession.
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Appendix

BRIAN E. GOLLESS

A NOTE ON THE NAMES OF THE KINGS OF JAVA
IN THE MING HISTORY

In its account of Java (Chao-wa) during the Ming Period (1368-1644),
the Ming-shih (Book 324) states that in the year 1377 (Christian Era)
the King of Java, named Pa-ta-na-pa-na-wu, sent envoys with tribute
to the Imperial Gourt of Ghina. The chrónicle then says that a western
king and eastern king ruled in Java. The western king was called;

Wu-lao-po-wu, while the name of the eastern ruler was Wu-yüah-lao-
wang-chieh." After declaring that both of these sent tribute through'
envoys whose suspect behaviour led to their detention in China for
some time, the chronicler next records that in 1379 and the following
year Pa-ta-na-pa-na-wu again sent tribute.

Early attempts at deciphering these enigmatic transcriptions werë
made by Groeneveldt (1887: 161) and Ferrand (in Brandes and Krom
1920: 164). Groeneveldt's transcriptions are quite unorthodox and his
interpretations grotesque; Ferrand used French-style transliterations,
which of ten differ from the Wade-Giles system employed here.

Pa-ta-na-pa-na-wu, the name of the ruler of 1377 and 1379-80, was
recognized by Ferrand as Bhatara Prabhu. In the Javanese Pararaten
the king of:that period who is accordéd the title/Bhatara Prabhu was:

Srï Hayam Wuruk, thronë name SrF Rajasanagara (135011389). Hé
would also have been the Hsi-li-pa-ta-la-p'u who is recorded as sending.
t r i bu t e in 1370. Groeneve ld t ' s t r ansc r ip t ion ' of this (Sri-pah-ta-la-pö)•<•
is misleading and his idea that the first four characters (transcribed by
him with three syllables only) could be read Sripada has proved'
abortive; Ferrand rightly saw that this was rather Sri Bhatara. For
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Ferrand the final p'u represented Javanese pu or mpu, or else it was
defective for prabhu. Presumably the Chinese text gives only the first
three words of a long list of titles and names of Hayam Wuruk which
appeared on his "letter written on a sheet of gold". Prabhu being the
distinguishing title of the supreme ruler of Majapahit, it seems prefer-
able to take p'u as [pra]bhu or pra[bhu] here.

Wu-lao-po-wu, the name of the western king of (apparently but not
certainly) 1377, likewise contains a reduced transcription of prabhu as
po-wu; Ferrand restored it as Bhra Prabhu (bhra being a shortened
form of bhatara) , and Hayam Wuruk also receives this designation in
the Pararaton (28: 29), we may add. (Yet another version of prabhu,
Pa-la-wu, emerges as the name of the king in 1452; this was the middle
year of the three-year reign of Rajasawardhana of Majapahit.)

Tu-ma-pan is the name applied to the western king of 1403, doubtless
standing for Tumapël, the name of the heartland of Majapahit.
(Tu-ma-pan also appears in the report on an embassy from Java in
1460; the king involved here would have been Hyang Purwawisesa,
alias Bhre Wëngkër, who ruled Majapahit from 1456-1466, according
to the Pararaton; as neither of these two Tu-ma-pan seem to have
borne the title Bhre Tumapël at any time, perhaps the Chinese text
really intends "King of Tumapël" as in the Yüan-shih, Book 210;
Groeneveldt, 149). The western king, Tu-ma-pan, must be the successor
of Hayam Wuruk, namely Wikramawardhana who reigned from 1389
to 1428. In 1415, we are told, he adopted the name Yang-wei-hsi-sha,
clearly Hyang Wisesa, the regular designation for Wikramawardhana
in the Pararaton.

The names of the two eastern rulers, Po-ling-ta-ha (who sent tribute
in 1403) and Wu-yüan-lao-wang-chieh, are not so easily resolved.

The Ming History states that in 1406 the eastem and western kings
were at war and the latter emerged victorious; the Pararaton paints
the same picture and names the rival rulers as Bhra Hyang Wisesa
(Wikramawardhana of Majapahit) and Bhre Wïrabhümi (31: 3ff).
The eastern king Po-ling-ta-ha should therefore be Bhre Wïrabhümi
under some other name. The name Daha is clearly discernible in ta-ha,
as Ferrand noticed (cf. "the fortified town Ta-ha" in the Yüan-shih,
Book 162; Groeneveldt, 153); the first two syllables were understood
by Ferrand as Bhreng, hence Bhreng Daha (Bhra-ing Daha ) , Prince or
Princess of Daha. Ferrand transcribes the first character (Karlgren
graph 491a, "cornet") as p'u, and Groeneveldt has put with an alter-
native p'i; more precisely it is either po (T'ang b'uët) or pei (Tang
b'uai); either way bhreng is a distinct possibility, but if the final t in
b'uët was still operative in the fifteenth century then Putreng Daha
(Putra-ing Daha), Son of Daha, is also possible. Krom suggested that
Bhre Wïrabhümi could have borne this title Putreng Daha by virtue of
his adoption by the princess Bhre Daha (Brandes and Krom 1920: 179).

Wu-yüanTlao-wang-chieh, the name of the eastern king in 1377,
eluded early decipherment: Groeneveldt made the wild guess Bogindo
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Bongkit, while Ferrand could only suggest that if we omit the character
yuan as an erroneous intrusion we would have Wu-lao (Bhra) as in
Wu-lao-po-wu (Bhra Prabhu), the name of the contemporary western
king (i.e. Hayam Wuruk). Possibly, however, the character yuan is
there to represent the trill of the r in Bhra. Notice that in these Ming
transcriptions r is represented (1) by nothing at all, (2) by n, (3) by l,
and here perhaps (4) by n and / combined. Ferrand left unsolved the
problem of the latter part wang-chieh, which he transcribed as wang-kie.

When I first looked at this problem, in June 1974, it seemed obvious
to me that Wu-(yüan)-lao-wang-chieh stood for Bhre Wëngkër, Prince
of Wëngkër, the bearer of that title in 1377 being Wijayarajasa, uncle
of Hayam Wuruk and husband of Bhre Daha (Princess Rajadewï, dead
before 1377), who throughout the period of Hayam Wuruk's reign
issued many charters in his own name.

Af ter I had included this suggestion in a paper entitled "Sources for
the Majapahit Period in Java" to be read at the Sixth Congress of the
International Association of Historians of Asia, and before I presented
it to the conference in August 1974, it came to my notice that Coedès
(1964:432) had already proposed this solution. As I had reached this
same conclusion independently its restatement seemed justified, especial-
ly since it has apparently lain unnoticed for so long.

One important question remains unanswered: where was the capital
city of the eastern ruler in the period 1377-1406?

Religious Studies, Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
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